
Stage 1 Home Learning Grid- Term 3, Week 6
You will not need access to a digital device to complete the following activities.

All activities can be completed on paper, homework book or an exercise book.
You can upload photos of your work to seesaw for the teacher’s to give you feedback at the end of each day.

Stage 1 teachers

Monday
Reading

Learning Intention:
We are learning to make

inferences to understand texts we
read.

Success Criteria:
I can use clues in the text and my

background knowledge to
understand the texts I read.

Remember when you are
reading to look at your
reading criteria and think
about what criteria or goals
you are going to work
towards to improve your
reading.

Making Inferences
Read/view the text above- this week we are reading a visual text (the picture above). Use your background knowledge
and clues in the text  to  answer the questions below . Inference charts to support you have been pasted at the end of the
grid.

What can you see? I see ...

What are you wondering? I wonder …



What are you thinking? I think ...

Writing Discussion
Watch the story Wanted The Perfect Pet and answer the following questions in your book or on paper.
Click here https://youtu.be/u3y9-4hh1SE

Why do you think the author wrote this text?
Who did the author write this text for?
How do you think the author engaged the audience?
How do you think duck felt when his disguise fell off?
Why did Harry decide to keep duck?
What would you do in this situation?
Describe your perfect pet?

Sight Words Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please ask your
teacher.

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We will
be learning to:
- Measure and record the
length of objects using formal
units. (cm and m)
- compare different lengths.
- Estimate lengths.

Success Criteria:
- I can measure and record
lengths of objects using formal
units such as metres and
centimetres.
- I can compare the lengths of
two objects.
- I can talk about and explain

Number of the Day
COMPLETE ON A NEW NUMBER EACH DAY
Draw a table in a book/on a piece of paper or use a mind map to write about your number of the day.
You may write about any number between 30 and 9 999.
Is there anything else you can add that you know about that number?

Problem of the Day:

https://youtu.be/u3y9-4hh1SE


how we measure length.
- I can estimate the length of
different objects.

Maths Topic: Length
Equipment needed: some string or a ribbon that you can cut to 1 metre long. You could also use some shoelaces tied
together (you need enough to make 1 metre long). You may have a tape measure or ruler at home to help you.
A 30 cm ruler. Please contact your teacher if you need a ruler and one can be mailed out to you.

Monday Activity - Making 1 metre out of objects

Step 1: Cut a piece of string to 1 (one) metre long. Look at how long the one metre piece of string.
Step 2: Collect some objects around your house. This could be toys, pillows, cans of food etc.
Step 3: Lay your 1 metre piece of string on the floor.
Step 4: Using the toys or objects you collected:

- Lay some of the objects on the floor next to your 1 metre piece of string.
- How many things did you need to make 1 metre?

Step 5: Record your observations in the table below. See the example below for help.

Collection of objects that make up one metre:

Example: 1 metre is about the same as 3 dinner plates.
Example: 1 metre is about the same as  4 medium sized plush teddy bears.

Your turn:
1. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________



4. _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Optional Activity: How long is my shadow?
Equipment needed: 1 metre piece of string, chalk, a place outside you can draw on in the sun like a concrete path in
your backyard. A sibling or a parent to help.

In the morning:
Step 1: Stand somewhere where the sun casts a shadow on your body. Using your 1 metre long piece of string, ask
your sibling or parent to measure your shadow using the string. Is your shadow less than one metre, about the same
as one metre or more than one metre? You could ask your sibling or parent to trace your shadow with chalk.
Step 2: Write down in your book the time you went into the sun and how long your shadow was.

In the afternoon:
Step 3: Go back out to the backyard and stand in the same spot as in the morning. Measure your shadow again. Is it the
same length? Is your shadow less than one metre, about the same as one metre or more than one metre?
Step 4: Record your answer in your book again.
Step 5: take a photo of your answers to show your teacher.

Other KLA area’s Creative Arts: Spooky Sounds!
Draw a picture of the spookiest looking house. Around your picture, list some sound effects that you could use to
create a spooky mood.
Try to recreate these sound effects by using objects from around your house or
from your backyard, eg; the snap of a stick, the crunch of a leaf.
How many sound effects can you make? What objects did you use?
Did it create a spooky mood?



Tuesday
Reading

Learning Intention:
We are learning to make

inferences to understand texts we
read.

Success Criteria:
I can use clues in the text and my

background knowledge to
understand the texts I read.

Remember when you are
reading to look at your
reading criteria and think
about what criteria or goals
you are going to work
towards to improve your
reading.

Making Inferences
Read/view the visual text above. Use your background knowledge and clues in the text  to  answer the questions
below . Inference charts to support you have been pasted at the end of the grid.

o Who do you think this person might be? Why?
o What do you think this person might be doing? What clues helped you answer this question?

o Where do you think this image is set?
o When do you think this image was taken?
o Why do you think this person is standing there?

Writing

Learning Intention: We are
learning to plan our writing.

Plan



Success Criteria: I can plan my
writing using keywords,
drawings, diagrams or no

This week you are going to write a persuasive newspaper advertisement. You will be advertising for the perfect pet to
join your family. Remember it needs to be persuasive so make sure you are using persuasive language and persuasive
techniques.

Write a plan for your perfect pet advertisement. You may choose to do a mind map like the teachers or you
may choose to do a different plan. Please make sure you are using detailed drawings, key words, diagrams or
notes. The teacher's  plan is below as an example.

Sight Words Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please ask your
teacher.

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We will
be learning to:
- Measure and record the
length of objects using formal
units. (cm and m)
- compare different lengths.
- Estimate lengths.

Success Criteria:
- I can measure and record
lengths of objects using formal
units such as metres and
centimetres.
- I can compare the lengths of
two objects.
- I can talk about and explain
how we measure length.
- I can estimate the length of
different objects.

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.
Problem of the Day:

Maths Topic: Length
Equipment needed: some string or a ribbon that you can cut to 1 metre long. You could also use some shoelaces tied
together (you need enough to make 1 metre long)
A 30 cm ruler. Please contact your teacher if you need a ruler and one can be mailed out to you.

Tuesday Activity - Find and Measure
Step 1: Look around your house. Collect a variety of objects, toys, pillows.
Step 2: Using your 1 metre length of string, sort your objects into groups. The groups are as follows:

Objects that are less than 1 metre
long each

Objects that are about the same as 1
metre long each

Objects that are more than 1 metre
long each



Step 3: Make a collection of objects that you estimate to be less than one metre, about one metre, more than one
metre.
Step 4: Using your one metre piece of string, measure the length or width of each object.
Step 5: Take a photo showing how long 1 metre next to the objects you have chosen.
Step 6: Make a poster drawing objects that fit into the following table. A few examples have been put in each column
as an example.

Less than one metre long About the same as one metre long More than one metre long

A book by itself 5 books laying next to each other.
Two t-shirts laid flat on the floor
together

The chair in my lounge room

Optional Activity: How big is a tiger?

This is an optional fun activity you can do on a phone whereby google results show you a 3D model of an animal.
Make sure to ask mum or dad below using their phone!
Follow the steps below:
Step 1: On your phone, open the google app for chrome internet
Step 2: Search for an animal, like a tiger.
Step 3: If a 3D result is available, tap on the “view in 3D” button. It will use your camera to show you what a tiger
would look like in your living room! You could search for other animals as well.



Other KLA area’s

Explore habitats of living
things

Science: All about the habitat!

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_CSlLIuVZs&ab_channel=MOTHEREARTHTOONS

Brainstorm all the different types of animal homes you know of. Use the video to help. Maybe you have gone to the
zoo? What type of animal habitats can you remember?
Break them down into categories (beach, bush, backyard/land, water etc).
Discuss the features of different habitats that make them perfect for the animals that live there.

Activity: Choose your favourite animal. What does their habitat look like? Draw the animal in their appropriate
habitat in your book or on a piece of paper.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_CSlLIuVZs&ab_channel=MOTHEREARTHTOONS




Wednesday
Reading

Learning Intention:
We are learning to make inferences

to understand texts we read.

Success Criteria:
I can use clues in the text and my

background knowledge to
understand the texts I read.

Remember when you are
reading to look at your
reading criteria and think
about what criteria or goals
you are going to work towards
to improve your reading.

Making Inferences
Read/view the visual text above. Use your background knowledge and clues in the text  to  answer the questions
below . Inference charts to support you have been pasted at the end of the grid.

● Using your knowledge and inferences about this text, can you draw or write what you
think may happen next?

Writing
Learning Intention: We are
learning to compose a text for a
purpose and audience.
Success Criteria: I can use my
plan to compose a text for a
purpose and audience. I can use
language features, different

Composing
Please read through the teacher’s example before completing your own text. The teacher’s example is attached at the
end of the weekly lessons.

Use your plan to compose your persuasive newspaper advertisement. You will be advertising for the perfect
pet to join your family. Remember it needs to be persuasive so make sure you are using persuasive language
and persuasive techniques. Make sure you use your ideas from your plan and tick it off as you go.



sentences and organise my
ideas.

Sight Words Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please ask your
teacher.

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We will be
learning to:
- Measure and record the length
of objects using formal units.
(cm and m)
- compare different lengths.
- Estimate lengths.

Success Criteria:
- I can measure and record
lengths of objects using formal
units such as metres and
centimetres.
- I can compare the lengths of
two objects.
- I can talk about and explain
how we measure length.
- I can estimate the length of
different objects.

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.
Problem of the Day:

Wednesday Activity - Half a metre
Using your 1 metre string from Monday:
Step 1: Fold your 1-metre length of string in half to show half a metre.
Step 2: Find objects around the room that are about half a metre in length, width or height.
Step 3: Find objects that are larger than half a metre but smaller than a metre.
Step 4: Record your answers in the table below or write the answers in your book:

Objects half a metre in length Objects that are larger than half a metre but smaller
than 1 metre.



Length Challenge: Metre ruler or centimetre ruler?
Using your inference skills, decide whether you would need a 1 metre ruler to measure these items or a 30
centimetre ruler.

Other KLA area’s PDHPE- Road Safety
Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pP7k9JYQyCo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pP7k9JYQyCo


After you have watched the video, think about the following questions, you may want to discuss them with a family
member and record them in your book:

-What must you wear to protect your body when going for a bike ride? Why?
-If you need to cross a road, what should you do?
- Why is it important to always ride with a responsible adult?
- What coloured clothing is best to wear when riding your bike? Why?



Thursday
Reading Character Comparison

Read your chosen book for 15-20 minutes.
Choose two characters and compare them. How are they different? How are they the same?

Writing
Learning Intention: We are
learning to recraft our writing
to meet our purpose and
audience.
Success Criteria: I can revise
and improve my writing by
adding better vocabulary and
language features to meet my
purpose and audience.

Recrafting
See the teacher's example attached at the end of the weekly lessons and then have a go at recrafting your own
writing.

Re-read your writing from yesterday. If you have a green or coloured pencil at home you can use
it to recraft your writing by adding better words and language features.

Sight Words Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please ask your
teacher.

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We will be
learning to:
- Measure and record the
length of objects using formal
units. (cm and m)
- compare different lengths.
- Estimate lengths.

Success Criteria:
- I can measure and record
lengths of objects using formal
units such as metres and

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.
Problem of the Day:
Complete this word problem: A ribbon was 50cm long. After I cut some off, 37cm was left. How much did I cut off?

Maths - Length Investigation Activity - How many centimetres in a metre?
Equipment needed: paper, scissors, glue or sticky tape, ruler or tape measure or 1 metre piece of string (used to
measure 1m strips of paper), a empty bag (you could use a pillow case as a bag).

Step 1: Using a ruler or your 1 metre piece of string, make 3 one metre long pieces of paper (you might need to use
sticky tape or glue to stick several pieces of paper together to make 1 metre.
Step 2: Lay your 3 x 1 mere pieces of paper on the floor next to each other. Are they all the same length? If yes, then
great! You are ready for the next step. If not, then use your ruler to re-measure your strips of paper and cut them
until they are ALL 1 metre long  each.



centimetres.
- I can compare the lengths of
two objects.
- I can talk about and explain
how we measure length.
- I can estimate the length of
different objects.

Step 3: Take your 3 x 1 metre pieces of paper and cut each strip into 3 random places. You will now have 9 strips of
paper.
Step 4: put all the strips into the bag.
Step 5: (You will need your ruler in this step) Take out one strip from the bag. Estimate how long the strip is and
then measure with your ruler.
Step 6: Estimate then calculate how many more centimetres you would need to make 1 metre.
For example, if you pulled out a strip and after measuring the strip using a ruler you found it was 27cm long, how
long would another strip need to be to make 1 metre - 1 metre is the same as 100 centimetres. So to work out the
answer you would write 100 - 27 = 73. Therefore I know I would need another strip of paper that is 73 centimetres
long to make a 1 metre strip of paper.
Step 7: Put the strip to the side. Pull out a new strip from your bag and complete the activity again. Make sure to
write all your estimations and calculations in your work to take a photo and show your teacher.

Other KLA area’s
Geography

Learning Intention: We are
learning to identify the

purpose of certain places in
the community.

Success Criteria: I can
identify the purpose of
different places in the

community.

Places in the community
Draw a picture of yourself at each place. What do you do at each location?

Bradbury Pools

Mawson Park



Shopping centre



Friday
Reading

Remember when you are
reading to look at your
reading criteria and think
about what criteria or goals
you are going to work
towards to improve your
reading.

Self- Reflection

Write about how you are being an effective reader. Use the reading criteria sheet attached to help you with this. What
are two things you have done well? What is something you could improve on for next time?

Writing
Learning Intention: We are
learning to re-read and edit our
writing to make sure that it
makes sense and meets our
purpose and audience.
Success Criteria: I can reread
and edit my writing for
punctuation, spelling and text
structure to make sure it makes
sense and meets my purpose.

Editing
Re-read your writing from yesterday. If you have a red or orange pencil at home you can use this whilst
editing your work.
Check you have capital letters at the beginning of each sentence and for the names of people, places and
things.
Check the punctuation at the end of each sentence
Edit any spelling mistakes by circling the incorrect word and writing the correct spelling.
If you would like to have a go at publishing your writing, we would love to see your published work!
(optional)

Sight Words Sight Words
Ask someone at home to test you on reading and writing each of your words in your sight word list. If you are able to
read and write them correctly without any help

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We will be
learning to:
- Measure and record the length
of objects using formal units.
(cm and m)
- compare different lengths.

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.

Problem of the Day
Complete this word problem: Harry’s tree is 14 metres tall. Kate’s tree is 1 metre taller than Harry’s. Who has the
taller tree?

Maths Length Cotton ball shot put activity



- Estimate lengths.

Success Criteria:
- I can measure and record
lengths of objects using formal
units such as metres and
centimetres.
- I can compare the lengths of
two objects.
- I can talk about and explain
how we measure length.
- I can estimate the length of
different objects.

Equipment needed: at least 3 cotton balls (or use something equally light and small like ball of tissue ball etc), your 1
metre long piece of string,

Step 1: throw your cotton balls one at a time like a shot put.
Step 2: Use your 1m long piece of string to measure if the distance travelled is less than, the same as or more than a
metre.
Step 3: Using tally marks in your maths book, record your measurements on a chart divided into three columns.
Step 4: look at your results and answer the following questions:
Was it easy or difficult to throw the cotton ball more than 1m? What tells us this? Do these results tell us exactly how
far each cotton ball went? How could we measure the cotton balls distances more accurately?

Other KLA area’s PDHPE- Sport (Dancing)

Complete the SISA dancing routine (optional) click here- https://youtu.be/qQeq9ryQUa4
Alternatively you can make up your own dance routine to perform for a family member, you might even like to video
your routine.

https://youtu.be/qQeq9ryQUa4




Writing Criteria Reading Criteria



Writing Plan



Composing                                                                         Recrafting








